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New Worlds: Grand TransformationsNew Worlds: Grand Transformations
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From an energy perspective, the history of humanity From an energy perspective, the history of humanity 
can be divided into three distinct phases can be divided into three distinct phases 
(see, (see, SieferleSieferle, 1986):, 1986):

1.1. The primeval energy system of hunter and gatherer The primeval energy system of hunter and gatherer 
societies based on solar energy flows in the naturesocieties based on solar energy flows in the nature

2.2. The renewable energy system of the rational  (preThe renewable energy system of the rational  (pre--
industrial) agricultural societiesindustrial) agricultural societies

3.3. The fossil energy system of the industrial societies The fossil energy system of the industrial societies 
with vigorous qualitative and quantitative increase of with vigorous qualitative and quantitative increase of 
energy servicesenergy services

The three transformational periodsThe three transformational periods
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Time

Energy Services and Technological ChangeEnergy Services and Technological Change
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Is closely connected with the history of Is closely connected with the history of technological technological 
changechange (Inventions, Innovations), periods of social and (Inventions, Innovations), periods of social and 
economic development and periods of crises and economic development and periods of crises and 
restructuring (restructuring (““scarcitiesscarcities”” followed by transformational followed by transformational 
change)change)

It is a phenomenon that portrays similar cyclical and It is a phenomenon that portrays similar cyclical and 
structuralstructural--change patterns of development, interlaced change patterns of development, interlaced 
with periods of development and periods of crises, with periods of development and periods of crises, 
often accompanied with the calls for often accompanied with the calls for efficiency and efficiency and 
rational use of resourcesrational use of resources ((≡≡ allocation of scarce allocation of scarce 
resources)resources)

History of Energy (FoodHistory of Energy (Food……) Services) Services
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Four salient developments occurred in Four salient developments occurred in 
the transition from the hunterthe transition from the hunter--gatherer gatherer 

to the agricultural societies.to the agricultural societies.

1.1. Planed use of solar energy in agriculture and Planed use of solar energy in agriculture and 
food productionfood production

2.2. Use of animal muscle powerUse of animal muscle power

3.3. Emergence of slaveryEmergence of slavery

4.4. Use of wind in sailing shipsUse of wind in sailing ships
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HeronHeron‘‘ss AelopileAelopile
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Antique steam door openerAntique steam door opener
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1.1. The wedge (the practical application of the    The wedge (the practical application of the    
principle of the inclined plane)principle of the inclined plane)

2.2. The inclined plane (power * distance =  The inclined plane (power * distance =  
constant; the transfer of power)constant; the transfer of power)

3.3. The screw (after Archimedes) = The screw (after Archimedes) = ““winded winded 
inclined planeinclined plane””

4.4. Lever (rudder, Lever (rudder, ShadufShaduf, crane), crane)

5.5. Wheel (transport rolls)Wheel (transport rolls)

The big five The big five ““powerspowers””
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Application of a wedgeApplication of a wedge
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Inclined plane for pulling heavy loadsInclined plane for pulling heavy loads
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Archimedes' screwArchimedes' screw
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Application of an Archimedes' screw Application of an Archimedes' screw 

Source: Wikipedia
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The The shadufshaduf
was originally was originally 
developed in developed in 

ancient ancient 
Mesopotamia.Mesopotamia.

The The shadufshaduf is is 
still used in still used in 

many areas of many areas of 
Africa and Africa and 

Asia to draw Asia to draw 
water. water. 

ShadufShaduf water pumpwater pump
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Human muscle powerHuman muscle power
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Human muscle power in a grain millHuman muscle power in a grain mill
16161616
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Milk centrifugeMilk centrifuge
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●● Antiquity: Small wind mills without significanceAntiquity: Small wind mills without significance

●● Dominant use: sailing shipsDominant use: sailing ships

●● Roman empire comprised the whole MediterraneanRoman empire comprised the whole Mediterranean

●● Most of the goods Most of the goods tranporttranport by water ways through 18by water ways through 18thth

centurycentury

●● Ship building and sailing were essential from early  Ship building and sailing were essential from early  
““world powersworld powers””: e.g. Venetian republic in the 16: e.g. Venetian republic in the 16thth

centurycentury

●● Stationary use: Started in the 17Stationary use: Started in the 17thth century: e.g. in the century: e.g. in the 
Netherlands to dry land with Archimedean spiralsNetherlands to dry land with Archimedean spirals

Wind powerWind power
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Wind mill in the 14Wind mill in the 14thth centurycentury
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Wind pump with an Archimedean Wind pump with an Archimedean skrewskrew
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●● Known since ancient times, but became important in Known since ancient times, but became important in 
medieval timesmedieval times

●● Dominant use in grain mills, water pumping and other Dominant use in grain mills, water pumping and other 
forms of mechanical energyforms of mechanical energy

●● Monasteries were the agents of diffusionMonasteries were the agents of diffusion

●● Technological improvements: Undershot efficiency 30%; Technological improvements: Undershot efficiency 30%; 
overshot (overshot (backshotbackshot) up to 75%! ) up to 75%! 

●● Turbines: First designs by Turbines: First designs by GalileiGalilei, particularly efficient in , particularly efficient in 
case of smaller hydraulic head; replaced water wheels case of smaller hydraulic head; replaced water wheels 
within a centurywithin a century

●● PeltonPelton wheel (1879),wheel (1879), Francis turbine (1849), Kaplan Francis turbine (1849), Kaplan 
turbine (1913) turbine (1913) 

Water powerWater power
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Water wheel powering a drill Water wheel powering a drill -- 16151615
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Water mills with multiple wheelsWater mills with multiple wheels
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Water wheels Water wheels –– 1818thth centurycentury
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●● First energy crises: First energy crises: FuelwoodFuelwood scarcity, deforestation scarcity, deforestation 
along the Mediterranean region (already in the along the Mediterranean region (already in the 
Antiquity)Antiquity)

●● Forests were a common property during the Forests were a common property during the 
medeivalmedeival times, but became private property of land times, but became private property of land 
owners. owners. 

●● Households did not have stoves and chimneys Households did not have stoves and chimneys 
suitable from coal combustionsuitable from coal combustion

●● Industry needed charcoal for ore smeltingIndustry needed charcoal for ore smelting

●● FuelwoodFuelwood transport from ever longer distancestransport from ever longer distances

FuelwoodFuelwood crisescrises
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Ore smelting Ore smelting –– 16171617
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Ore smelting Ore smelting –– 16171617
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Wood piles Wood piles –– 17621762
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The industrial revolutionThe industrial revolution

 Substitution of human and animal work Substitution of human and animal work 
through machines through machines 

 Substitution of traditional energy sources Substitution of traditional energy sources 
through fossil energy (coal)through fossil energy (coal)

 Use of new and more abundant resources Use of new and more abundant resources 
(through technological change)(through technological change)

 Industrial production (machines making Industrial production (machines making 
machines) machines) 

David David LandesLandes: : The Unbound PrometheusThe Unbound Prometheus, 1969., 1969.
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Factors of Growth: The Last 200 YearsFactors of Growth: The Last 200 Years
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Water pumpsWater pumps
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Development of the steam engineDevelopment of the steam engine
Papin (1690) Newcomen (1712) Watt (1769)
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NewcomenNewcomen atmospheric steam engineatmospheric steam engine
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Performance of Stem EnginesPerformance of Stem Engines

Source: Ayres, 1989
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Coal production in Great Britain: 1800 Coal production in Great Britain: 1800 -- 19701970
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●● Crude oil: known as a dirty and Crude oil: known as a dirty and 
useless liquiduseless liquid

●● About 1850: whale oil for lamps About 1850: whale oil for lamps 
becomes scarcebecomes scarce

●● 1859 Titusville (PA): beginning of the 1859 Titusville (PA): beginning of the 
oil eraoil era

Crude oil: the Crude oil: the ““black goldblack gold””
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DrakeDrake’’s drilling rig in Titusville s drilling rig in Titusville -- 18591859
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AteshgyakhAteshgyakh FireFire--WorshipperWorshipper’’s Temple s Temple 

Close toClose to BakuBaku, , AzerbaidjanAzerbaidjan, 17, 17thth Century.Century.
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Natural Gas Use in ChinaNatural Gas Use in China
1818thth CenturyCentury
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World Primary EnergyWorld Primary Energy
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